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1. ABSTRACT

3.1 INTUITIVE MODEL

This paper describes procedures which can be wed to establish a
relationship between the service that a computer center provides, and
the expenses associated with providing a particular level of service.
These procedures are embedded in a Monte Carlo simulation model
(MONTE). The MONTE program can be used by investigators to

Processes can usually be modeled in many different ways. MONTE
was developed as an easy to understand cost/expense. based "intuitive"
model. The variables are based on performance measurements, user
costs, and computer center expenses. These values are readily
available, wen defined and conunonly used by system professionals to
track service levels.

investigate the financial effect of service level changes.
2. INTRODUCTION
As the pace of technology increases, users become increasingly
dependent upon their infonnation systems. They see larger portions of
their budgets allocated to computer expenses and they ask if the
services they are receiving are worth what they are being charged.
Computer center managers, aD the other hand, are often uncertain
whether it is better to lower costs by cutting services, or increase
performance levels by spending more.

Unless the relationship between service levels and costs/expenses is
known it is impossible to allocate resources efficiently. Managers need
to baseline the quality of the service that they currently provide and
understand the relationsh.ip between that baseline and their current
expenses. Users need to detennine the relationship between the service
that they are current1y receiving, and the costs that they incur. Both
groups need to determine how much money is lost when computer
service degrades.
This paper describes procedures which can be used to answer these
types of questions. These procedures establish a relationship between
the service that a computer center provides, and the expenses associated
with providing a panicular level of service. They are embedded in a
Monte Carlo simulation model (MONJE). The MONJE modeling
program can be used by investigators to investigate the financial effect
of service level changes.
3. OVERVIEW

The Monte Carlo method can be described as a method of studying an
artificial stochastic model of a physical or mathematical process,
particularly one based upon probabilistic assumptions. The physical
system is replaced by an abstract mathematical model. This model is
comprised of independent variables and a series of equations that
calculate the dependent variables. The output from the model is
infonnatiou.
The MONTE model take; independent variables (perfonnance Data,
Salary Costs, Equipment Expenses, etc.) and calculates a number of
dependent variables (User Cost, Computer Center Expenses. etc.). The
analyst can use this infonnation to track service levels over time, or
evaluate the costibenefit effect of changes in service levels.
MONTE can be characterized as an intuitive, distribution based,
simulation model that uses device independent, costlbased
variables. The model was designed to be easy to understand, use and
modify. The following sections discuss these characteristics in more
detail and explain why they were chosen.

The calculations that MONTE uses are simple arithmetic equations
which can be easily verified or customized to meet specific
requirements. A conscious attempt was made to free MONTE from the
mathematica1 jargon that is too often used in analytical models.
3.2 DISTRmUTION BASED

MONTE was constructed so that data can be sampled from frequency
distributions. It can therefore be considered "distribution based."
Important information is gained when the program can make use of the
range of data values. as opposed to only some "average" number. Most
conventional models will simply plug the average batch turn~around
time into the equations. This represents only one point on what is, in
reality, a continuous curve of possible combinations of vaJues, each
with a probability associated with it. Single values become even more
misleading if the distribution is not nonnal in a mathematical sense.
MONTE is not affected to the same degree by these problems because
it samples from either the actual data. or whichever distribution
matches the real data most closely.
3.3 SIMULATION BASED

There are two basic ways of modeling physical processes; analytical
and simulation. The analytical approach uses mathematical techniques
to construct and solve equations that describe the process in question.
Using the equations of queuing theory, for example, an analyst can
determine exactly the average numbers of batch jobs in a queue if the
number of servers and the average service time is known.
Solving sets of equations that model real·world processes is a difficult
undertaking when the number of variables is large and the data values
are not "well behaved" in a mathematical sense. It is often easier to
obtain solutions to these types of problems by simulating the behavior
in question. A simulation approach involves setting up a model whose
equations establish a high degree of correlation between the
input/output of the model. and the input/output of the physical system
under investigation. A model in which the solutions to a problem are
obtained in such a manner, particularly if the simulation involves
random number sampling , is conunonly known as "Monte Carlo
Simulation. "
3.4 DEVICE INDEPENDENT

The variables that MONTE uses (interactive response time, batch~turn
around, etc.) are device independent. Service levels can be measured
on anything from a PC to a supercomputer. MONTE can be used to
evaluate the effect that moving users between systems wiU have on
overall service levels. Because of this characteristic it is possible to
combine the performance of many different machines into one overall
computer center service level indicator.
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Such an approach also has the advantage of being stable over time. It
can be used without recaUbrating the basic indicator if machines or
computer environments change. The two primary output variables from
MONTE (User Costs and Computer Center Expenses) are calibrated in
dollars.
3.5 COSTIEXPENSE BASED

The output from MONTE is fonnatted on a "cost to the user" basis.
The application manager can see exactly bow much money can be lost
if service levels degrade. The computer center manager, on the other
hand, can use the model to determine how much money wi11 need to be
spent in order to achieve a specific service level objective. The effect of
these expenditures win have either a positive or negative effect on the
user's bottom line.
4. VARIABLES

A simulation model consists of two 'critical items, the equations that
'create the dependent variables to model the process, and the
independent variables on which the equations are based.

will either remain constant across runs, or be varied so as to provide the
analyst with a range of solutions. (See Section 5)

4.1.-1 USER SUPPUED 1NDEPENDENT VARIABLES It is often
difficult for' users and oomputer center managers to agree on the factors
that constitute acceptable performance, Customer Service
Representatives who are charged with establishing Service Levels are
often faced with the problem of translating hardware measurements
intI) values that can be understood from the customers perspective.
Users are often understandably reluctan't to undertake extensive surveys
to obtain more precise infonnation. A model based on unrealistic
expectations or inaccurate infonnation is of limited value. It may cause
the manager to spend money improving performance in areas which
rea1ly do not contribute significantly to an overall improvement in
service. In other cases lack of infonnation may mask serious service
level deficiencies.

In an attempt to ffimlIluze these problems MONTE restricts the
infonnation required"from users to ~e following elements:

When building a model the independent variables should be carefully
chosen. They should contribute to the solution of the problem, and they
should be easy to obtain. If theoretical distributions are used, their
characteristics should closely match the characteristics of "real life"
data points. As mentioned earlier, the service level variables which
MONTE uses were selected to be device independent

TABLE 2

..

2. User Groupings
3. Group Efficiency Factors

4.1 INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

The most important independent- variables that are supplied to the
MONTE program are shown in the following table. These factors were
chosen because each can effect productivity. and most can be easily
measured.

TABLE I
VARIABLES
Number of Users on system
User Command Cou'nt
Number Of Tape Mounts
Number of Batch Jobs
Number_of Print Jobs
Number of Help Requests.
Interactive Response Time
Batch ThroughpUt Time
Network Availability
Print Turn-Around Time
Tape Mount Time
Help Desk Response Time
S~m

Availability
System Expen.ses
Salary Information

Salary Data should be availabkfrom the users' management.
The last two items. User Groupings and Efficiency Factors are
discussed in more .detail in the following sections. They are weighting
factors which can be used to "tune" the model to reflect actual user
activities.
4.1.1.1 USER GROUPINGS The following section describes minor
weighting ,- factors that are used to more accurately portray user
behavior. The User Grouping and Efficiency Factors will be
specified by the users and entered into the model on a percentage basis
by the data analyst. These factors will vary as the behavior of the user
population changes.

CLASS
Load
Load
Load
Load
Load
Load

Interactive computer users, by the nature of their work, depend on
computer systems which are available. and provide short interactive
response times. Users performing interactive tasks such as editing,
CAD/CAM 'design work, and ,program development are usually
mentally absorbed in the task at hand, and rarely perform more than
one task at a time. If the computer system is not aVaJlable, either
through telecommunications or systems problems, the time that the
system is down is largely non·productive for the interactive user. Long
interactive response times that cause the interactive user to wait also
decrease their productivity in a non· linear manner.

Performance
Performance
Performance
Performance
Performanc;e
Performance
Performance
Financial

The case is somewhat different for users _who submit batch jobs that

run in the bac~ground or print work. In these cases the computer user
may be able to do other work while they are waiting for jobs to

Financial

The variables in the MONTE program can be broadly divided into 3
classes:

1. Performance

z.

USER SUPPUED INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
1. Salary Data

complete or output to become available. For these reasons, the
MONTE model groups the user popUlation into three segments on a
percentage basis.
These three groups are described as follows.

Load

1.

3. FiDandal
Depending on the objective of the run(s), the value of thp"" variables
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GROUP A- The percentage of users who submit work but do
not care how long it takes to get such work back. Users
submitting background work or print jobs wiU fall into this
category. There is 00 cost associated with a performance

degradation for Group A users.
2.

TABLE 4

GROUP B • The percentage of users who submit work and
cannot do any other work until their jobs return. CAD/CAM
designers and users submitting compiles or link edits can often
be considered Group B. Users who work in such a single·stream
mode'place heavy demands on a computer facility for excellent
turnaround, and short response times because they do not have
another assignment to turn to while waitiog for computed results.
Most interactive users should fall into the Group B category.
Costs due to degraded performance are fully weighted for Group
B users.

3.

GROUP C • The portion of the user community assigned to
GROUP C would contain users who submit their work, care
about ,getting their output in a reasonable time, but can do other
jobs while they are wai;ting. In theory Group C users would
seem to be the most efficient worker.s because the degre,e of
efficiency goes up as the ability to interleave work increases. For
a GROUP B user all of the time waiting for a task to complete
must be assigned as a cost. Since a GROUP C user can work
productively on another task during the time that wowd normally
be wasted by the GROUP B user, the cost associated with
waiting will be reduced. In reality however, there is some loss
from the idea] when users attempt to perform concurrent tasks.
The MONTE model includes a user specified Efficiency Factor
which modifies the user cost and takes this effect into
consideration.
MONTE uses the percentage values assigned to each of the
different groups when User Costs are assigned for Batch and
Print jobs. All interactive work is charged at the full rate.

DEPENDENT VARIABLES
1. T ota! Cost
2. User Cost
3. System Expenses
4. Availability Cost

5. Print Cost
6. Interactive Cost
7. Batch Job Cost
8. Tape Mount Cost
9. Help Desk Cost

4.2.1 SYSTEM EXPENSES System Expenses indude aU of the
expenses associated, with suppor:ting the computer facilities at a given
level of service. Initial values for the system expenses can be obtained
from data center Il\anagement for current levels of s~r:vice.
Total System Expenses consist of the fonowing line items.

TABLE 5
SYSTEM EXPENSE VARIABLES •
1. Loaded Salaries
2. MaterialslSupplies
3. Oerical'Services
4. Equipment Rental
5. Software Licenses
6. Rent

4.1.2 SERVICE LEVEL INDEPENDENT VARIABLES A great deal of
research, has been done studying the effect of using various service
level metrics. MONTE follows the traditional approach of using
computer performance information in the model. The independent
service level variiIDles that MONTE uses to calculate System Expenses
and User Costs are shown below.

TABLE 3

7. Data Communications
8. Other Data Communications

4.2.2 USER COSTS Computer service means many things to many
people. MONTE uses the ipdependei'lt variables shown in TABLE 3 to
generat,e user costs for the following items:

TABLE 6
SERVICE LEVEL INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
DEPENDENT USER COST VARIABLES
1. Interactive Command Cost
2. Batch Job Cost

1. System Availability
2. Network Availability
3. Interactive Resp:mse Time
4. Batch Turn· Around Tune

.

.

...

3. Print Job Cost
4. Tape Mount Cost

5. Print Time
6. Tape Mount Time
7. Help Desk Turn· Around Time

.

4.2 DEPENDE!'i.T_ VARIABLES

Using the values of the independent variables, and the equations built
within the model portion of the program, MONTE derives a large
number of dependent variables. The most importaht of these are shown
in the following table. Remember that EXPENSES 'are associated with
the supplier of serVices (the data center). COSTS are associated with
the users of computer services.

MONTE calculates the cost that users incur when service levels decline
becalise of poor system perfonnance. Using the independent variables
(Response time, Availability, Salary, etc.) MONTE calcwates data
points for each dependent variable. The equations assume that only on
a perfect system will there be no user coSts. Such a system would be
capable of providing instant interactive response time, instant print and
batch turn-around times, and 100% availability at all times. Obviously
such a theoretically "perfect" system is not physically possible.
Anything less than perfect system perfonnance however, will be
chargecI as a user cost.

4.2.2.1 AVAllABIU1Y USER COSTS

Availability is a critical
performance indicator. The MONTE model accepts data on the
availability of both the computer system, and the network through
which the user accesses the computer. The percentage of users on the
network is used to pro·rate the cost of availability numbers.
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Two separate distributions are used; one for the network. the other for
the computer. The following table shows how availability costs are
allocated for the network and the system.

TABLE 7
SYSTEM AND NETWORK AV AILABILITY
SYSTEM

NETWORK
CHARGE

5.3 CHOOSING THE DISTRIBUTION

It is the analysts' responsibility to screen the data before including
values into the model. Scatter plots can be used to identify and

up
up

down

down

up

eliminate outlying data points. Regression analysis can assist in
choosing an appropriate theor~ca1 cijstribution. Tightly constraining
the standard deviations will obtain the practical result of selecting
variables which are essentially constants.

down

up

down

5.3.0.1 SAMPUNG PROCEDURES When building a simulation

none

system

system

% users on network

model, one must decide whether it is better to obtain the distribution
values from the empirical data, or to represent a process by a theoretical
distribution. This decision is somewhat dependent on how the model is
to_be used. There is an intrinsic appeal in sampling from the actual data
pojnts. If the analyst wishes to explore alternatives however, it is easier
to change tbeoretical' distribution parameters (mean, variance, etc.)
than to modify the actual data points so that they produce the desired
characteristics.

If the System is up for example, but the Network is down, MONTE
calcu1ates user cost by on a minute basis by multiplying the nuniber of
minutes down, by the number 'of users on the system at that'time, by
their salary. It then adjusts that figure by ,the percentage of users on the
network. llsers attached locally to the CPU can still perform useful
work.

4.2.2.2 INTERACTIVE USER COSTS' Inter,active users issue
conunands and then wait for the system, to respOnd.-lhis is the' time
period tbat MONTE calculates as a USER COST. The time period
from when the sysiem responds, until the next corrimand is entered, is
usually considered to be user "think" time.

B'efore running the program the analyst needs to specify how many
iterations of the program (program loops) will be sufficient. The more
s~ples that are takel1-, the more certain the analyst will be that the
distribution values will approach the parameters that are specified. As a
practical matter however, convergence ,to acceptable levels occurs
rapidly.

5. RESPONSmn..ITIES OF THE DATA ANALYST

The data ~alyst is responsible for configuring and running the
MONTE program. The validity of the modeJ will-largely be based on
the decisions made by this person. Some of the decisions that the
analyst must make will be described in this section.
5.1, ESTABLISHING OBJECTIVES

The way-in which the analyst-sets up the, model is, to'a large degree,
determined by :what the model is tobe'used for. The analyst must know
the objective of the run(s). Although the basic program will not change,
various CLASSES of data. values should be held constant depending on
this objective. In most cases it wi11 be necessary to rerun the model as
objectives change.
The following table suggests which classes of variables 'shQuJd remain
constant as the type-of analysis changes.

TABLE 8
CLASS AN AL YSIS TABLE
RUN-TYPE
Financial

FINANCIAL
Vary

PERFORMANCE

LOAD

ConstaJ?t

Constant

Performance

Constant

Vary

Constant

Load

Constant

COQStaI'lt

Vary

track

If the purpose of the model is to measure and
service levels across
time for exampJe.. it may be necessary to fix all variables except those
that relate to performance and reliability (response_ time, availability,
batch and print turn-around time). AlI'other variabl,eS (# users, salaries,
command counts, group' user'classes and efficiency factors) should
remain constant so that service levels can be tracked over time.
5.2 ESTABLISHING A TIME FRAME

The analyst must determine the time frame upon which measurements
should be based. The period shouJd be large enough to ensure that the
values for the independ,ent variables are representative. If the time
periods are too lonE however, it is likely that f,he characteristics of the
system will have changed durlng the period being sampled.
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6. OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW

Once the'analyst has decided on the characteristics of the model and
entered that information the simulation can be run. In operation
MONTE will read in constant variables and then loop through the
distribution based variables selecting data points according the rules
which the analyst has specified. Eacb iteration of the program will then!
substitute the selected value into the equations that "model" the
process. Finally, the resulting data will be summarized and processed
for OUtput.
7. SAMPLE CALCULATION

Since, MONTE was designed primarily to be a cost/expense based
model, the output from the simwation is presented in these terms. The
ServiGe Level Independent Variables shown in TABLE 3 are very
simil~ in name 19 tbe variables in TABLE 4. The difference is that the
Dependent Variables are formulated on a cost/expense basis.
The following table shows a portion of the model that calculates the
costs associated with degraded batch turn-around times. Each iteration
of the program will generate a single data point for each of the
variables based aD the equations specified in the model.

TABLE 9
SAMPLE CALCULATION
STEP

VARlABLE

CALCULATED OR ASSIGNED

I

Salary Me,an

$60,000

2

Salary Std.Dev

$10,000

3

User Mean

50

4

User Std.Dev

5

NumberC

20
..

0.40

6

Effie_Fad 'C'

0.80

7

Users

User Mean + User Standard Deviation >It NORMAL

8

Salary

Salary mean + Salary Standard deviation'" NORMAL

9

Batch Job Time Mean

2.7 min

10

Batch Job Time Std.Dev

1 min

II

Number Batch Jobs

(Job Mean (3) + Job S.D. (0.1)' NORMAL) I Users

12

Batch Job Time

Batch Job Time Mean + Batch Job Time S.D.'" NORMAL

13

Batch Minutes

Number of Batch Jobs'" Batch Job Time

14

Batch Costs 'C'

Batch Minutes*Salary*Users*MinMontb*NumberC*Effic_FactC

15

Batch Costs

Batch Costs "C" + Batch Costs "B"

16

User Cost

Avail Cost + Response Time Costs + Priot Costs + Batch Costs

17

Total-Cost

User Cost + Computer Center Expense

Although not shown in this example aU variables are

ratios which are usefu] in establishing the relationship between
variables.

recalculated to a user minute basis.

& part of the analysis MONTE will also produce a series of
plots. Some of these are used during the initial verification of
the model to assist in determining what type of sampling
distribution should be used. Others show the relationship
between a particular service level indicator (such as response
time, or network availability),- and the cost of providing that
level of service.

The equations that MONTE uses to calculate Costs and
Expenses are'simple, but typicaliy involve mUltiple steps. The
final calculation for determining the costs of batch job turnaround time for Group 'C' users for example. is shown in
STEP 14. Working backward we can see that the first variable
(Batch Minutes) is obtained in STEP 13 in which the Number
of Batch Jobs is multiplied by the Batch Job Time.
The number of Batch Jobs (11) is specified to be a number
selected from a Normal Distribution having a mean of 3 and a
standard deviation of 0.1. With such a "tight" standard
<leviation. the numbers selected will cluster very tightJy around
the value 3. Three jobs· per minute will ·yield approximately
1400 jobs during an eight hour day.
The number selected from the distribution in STEP 11
represents aU batch jobs run during the day. This variable must
be divided by the number of users on the system (STEP 7) so
that costs can be properly assigned.

9. EXAMPLE

The following example compares the effect of spending money
to add printers and decrease print turn-around time, or add
additional tape drives to decrease tape mount times.

PRINT AND TAPE ANALYSIS
$ Per Month

1 5 K · . . ,.~.•... Print
14K
••
13K.
" .. ...... ~r: ..
12K
•••, ••.
11K
•• ~ ••
10K
• ~ ......
9K
•••
8K
.:~.
ape

The final calculations for Batch Costs 'C' in STEP 14 multipJy
the Batch Turn-Around Time in Minutes by the Salary per user
minute, by the Number of Users on the system at that particular
time. This number is then multiplied by the number of minutes
in the month s9 Jhat a monthly cost can be obtained. The last
calculations weight the result by the percent of users in User
Group C. That nwnber is finally multiplied by the efficiency
factor that the user has specified.

::::r-

~L/~/~/~~··~·:···~·~~",__
12345678910111213

8. OUTPUT

MINUfES TURN-AROUUND

The output from MONTE consists of a series of tables and
graphs. A Summary TABLE provides information on both the
dependent and independent variables. For each variable
summary statistics such as mean, standard deviation, maximum
and minimum values are displayed. This information should be
used for initial model verification as wen as for final analysis.
The table also provides information on various percentages and

As part of the output MONTE will produce a graph showing
the relationship between user costs and both tape and print
turn-around time. It is apparent from the slope of the lines that
slow print turn-around time is more "expensive" for the user
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than slow tape mount time. It can also be seen from the plot
that decreasing the turn around time by approximately two
minutes for each print job wi11 decrease the user cost by
approximately two thol;lSand dol1ars per month. 1be graph
shows the spread of data points so that the mean, minimum and
maximum values can be evaluated.
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Because the MON1E model is distribution based the user -will
be able to examine the maximum and minimum points as well
as the mast "likely" numbers. Computer center managers may
want to take a conservative approach in their use of the model
and plan for worst case scenarios. MONTE is well suited for
rmining these tyPe of risk analysis inv,estigations.
'Since computer center performance is so tightly coupled with
hardware performance. iacreasing this performance usually
(but not always) results in an increase in computer center
expenses. Increased performance win result in greater
productivity and less costs to the user community. Decreased
performance on the other hand, usually results in increasing
user costs and a reduction in computer center expenses.
Viewed from a strict cost/expense perspective User Costs will
},e minimized when perfect service is provided. From a
computer perspective reducing service will probably result in
lower system expenses. Eliminating the systems entirely will
result in the ~greatest cost saving to the Camp Center.
Obviously_ neither of these approaches is satisfactory. From a
corporate mangement standpoint perhaps the philosophy
should be to minimize the sum of User COSts plus System
Costs. 1his would result in the greatest cost/expense savings.
Another approach would be'to minimize costs at a service level
which would be acceptable to the user community.

SAS ~ a repst=:d trad:mark or trademark of SAS Institute we. in the USA and
other COIlD\ries, ® indieates USA registr.l.lioD.
Othef br.md and product DameS arecrcPst=:d trode=ks or trademarks of tbcir
respective eOJ1lP3.Oies.

lL CONCLUSION

This paper described the'MOSTE model and showed how it
could be used. The information provided by the model can be
used by management when business decisions that affect
service levels are being made.
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